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Abstract: An operational Air Surveillance System shall generate a stable and 
reliable air picture. In dense target situations the quality of available sensor data is 
reduced. System models which take into account correlated flight paths of aircraft 
formations help to compensate the lack of information in dense situations.  

The paper presents algorithms to detect groups, to evaluate the relative behavior of 
group members and to handle group maneuvers and split and join events. The 
integration of group tracking into a complex operational system is additionally 
taken into account.     

1 Introduction 

Tracks which stay closely together for a certain period of time belong to a group. This 
chapter describes the identification of groups, how kinematical properties of group tracks 
are evaluated, and how attribute information (the set of mode information occurring 
within the group) is managed. The "Tracking" uses positional information to estimate the 
kinematical state of aircraft. For optimal state estimation it applies measurement models 
and kinematical models adapted to all kinds of individual aircraft situations. The 
adaptation to individual aircraft situations is not necessarily applicable for groups of 
aircraft. In dense situations the quality of the available positional information may be 
reduced in terms of accuracy and detection or false alarm probability. Additionally, the 
track/plot correlation may become ambiguous and aircraft staying in formations show a 
collective behavior. The "Group Tracking" shall take into account the dense situation 
and the collective behavior in the measurement and the kinematical model. In order to 
accomplish this, groups have to be detected and the collective behavior as well as the 
detection situation has to be evaluated. Finally, the information gained from group 
evaluation shall be applied to improve the accuracy and stability of the tracks. The 
primary provisory goal of the group tracking is to identify correlated trajectories which 
can be associated to a group and to evaluate group characteristics like geometrical 
extension, number of members and occurring "Secondary Radar Codes." The final goal 
is to find more plausible trajectories for the group members based upon models 
parameterized by the group characteristics. 



2 Detection of Groups of Tracks 

 

Figure 1 Detection of a Group of two Aircraft 

The figure above illustrates the detection of a group of aircraft. In order to visualize 
group membership, a group oriented coloring of correlated plots is used. The plot color 
is selected according to the color of the first track in a group. During a given time period 
a set of tracks is recognized as a group, if all plots correlated to the set of tracks have the 
same color. The color may change if the first members track of the group changes. As 
long as the color of all correlated plots changes simultaneously, all tracks still belong to 
the same group.  

 

Figure 2 Four Groups with two Aircraft each 



Figure 2 above shows four groups with two aircraft each. It displays the result of a 
prototype group detection/group management algorithm. 

2.1 Group Detection Algorithm 

 
Two local tracks belong to the same group if they share position and velocity within 
predefined limits. A track leaves a group if its distance to all other group members 
exceeds a given limit. These are the simple rules behind group detection. But the 
selection of appropriate limits and the implementation of the group management which 
takes into account crossing and close encounter as well as split and merge situations in 
an environment of up to 3000 local tracks is less simple. 

Key points of the group management are 

• Group store with up to 3000 elements  
• Group Utilities for Creation, Deletion, Extension(add Tracks),Reduction(remove 

Tracks)  
• Plot positions simultaneously reachable by more than one track trigger "Join to 

Group Tests". 
•  Plot correlation events trigger "Group Member Tests." The repetition frequency of 

"Group Member Tests" is restricted to one evaluation per second. 

3 Evaluation of group characteristics 

Members of formations move more cooperative than single aircrafts. The cooperative 
movement model takes into account group characteristics like geometrical size, the 
variation of the size and the number of group members. Criteria to evaluate relevant 
group parameters are derived in this chapter. 

3.1 General movement patterns 

 The figure below shows typical patterns of cooperative behavior of tracks. The two 
green tracks heading north are very close and keep their formation during maneuvers. 
The two tracks currently heading west perform the same maneuver with the result, that 
the orientation of their relative position) in respect to the heading (left/right) is 
exchanged. But they keep their relative position. The two tracks heading east show a 
slowly diverging relative position followed by a slowly converging relative position. 



 
Figure 1 Cooperative Track Behavior 

As soon as the pattern of relative movement of group members can be detected, 
corrective measures on relative track movement are possible. The simplest case is the 
stationary case. As long as the pattern remains stationary, the relative movement of the 
track members can be reduced to the uncertainty level resulting from the pattern 
evaluation. 

In the terms of Figure 1, the groups heading north and west show a stationary pattern. As 
long as the pattern remains stable, the velocity difference of the member tracks of these 
two groups must be small. 

Stable and stationary conditions can be handled straight forward. Non-stable situations 
which involve split and join events are considered in the following. The Figure 2 below 
shows a situation in which one track joins a group of two tracks. A join situation must be 
recognized, in order to avoid a misinterpretation of the sudden change of the (spatial) 
group size. 

 
Figure 2 Group Join  



The Figure 3 below shows two split situations. The yellow group splits into two tracks, 
one heading east and the other heading north-west. The blue group of three tracks splits 
into a group of two tracks heading south west and one track heading south east. 

The split maneuver of the blue group shows, that within groups of a larger extension, the 
relative movements of individual group members can be essential. In this case, a 
suppression of the relative movement would not be appropriate. The design decision is 
therefore to restrict corrective actions on the state vector of group member tracks on the 
relaxation of the relative speed in situations where a stable stationary pattern of closely 
related positions can be detected. The criteria for critical size and critical size or shape 
modifications (stability) must be derived experimentally. The derived criteria then allow 
defining a mapping of absolute size and shape change rates on the relaxation intensity. 

How to derive information about the group size, the variation of the size and the group 
shape is discussed in the next chapter. 

 

 
Figure 3 Group Split 

3.2 Track Speed and Heading 

 

Figure 4 shows the set of sensor data contributing to a group of tracks. The dots indicate 
intermediate estimations for track positions. The distributed location of the dots shows 
that without taking into account collective criteria, tracking of a situation like this is 
difficult. The main problem in this situation is the possible occurrence of a strong 
relative movement of the tracks. 

 



 
Figure 4 Sensor Data contributing to a Group of at least three Aircraft 

3.3 Evaluation of group size and size variation 

For the estimation of the actually observable relative movement of group members a 
special Kalman Filter [1] can be applied. The idea is to estimate the spatial extension of 
the group from the spatial extension of the cloud of plots within one scan of each 
contributing sensor. The spatial extension corresponds to the root of the area within the 
smallest convex polygon around all plot positions. The sensor errors are assumed to be 
negligible in comparison to the degrees of freedom in the group behavior.  

 
Figure 5 Convex and non-convex Polygon Shapes 

Figure 5 illustrates the convexity problem of a polygon around a cloud of points. Using 
the red "+" as a polygon point would lead to a non convex polygon shape. The convexity 
problem occurs for groups of 4 or more members. As soon as the formation shape is non 
convex, the movement of "inner" track members is completely independent from size 
modifications. 

 



 

The idea is now to estimate the following parameters including their variance: 

• Group Size (σ) 
o Maximum distance between group members 
o Square root of the area covered by the convex polygon 

• Group Stability (σ´=|dσ/dt|)  
o Time derivative of the maximum distance between group members 
o Time derivative of the square root of the area covered by the convex 

polygon 

As a base to adapt the relaxation of the relative speed between group members, the 
maximum values for size and stability will be used. The relaxation function α is a linear 
function of the group size and the group stability α = α1(σ) α2(σ´). 

3.4 Evaluation of the number of group members 

Consideration of Plot Numbers and Plot Attributes leads to an estimate of the number of 
group members. The detection probabilities for individual group members of the 
different contributing sensors usually vary in a wide range. Therefore for taking into 
account all sensor contributions in the track initiation or track drop logic, a maximum 
norm is more appropriate as a mean value.   

Figure 4 shows various sensor contributions including SR(primary Radar) and 
SSR(secondary Radar) plots to a group. As soon as the plot data is identified to belong to 
a group, it is easy to count the occurrence of SR and SSR plots as well as individual 
modes. The maximum count of the mean number of plots per scan allows estimating the 
maximum number of group members.  

The count of plots shall take into account the fact that due to miscorrelations SR and 
SSR plots can occur separately instead of single reinforced plots.  

As a summary, the result of counting specific detections are mean values for the 
maximum number of group members specifically detected by SR, mean_countSR and 
mean values for the maximum number of group members specifically detected by SSR, 
mean_countSSR. Reinforced plots are counted in both categories (SR and SSR). 

With a fix gain γ mean counts per sensor i are evaluated after each scan of sensor i as 
follows:  

mean_countSR
i  =   (1- γ) mean_countSR

i + number of SR-plots * γ 

mean_countSSR
i  = (1- γ) mean_countSSR

i + number of SSR-plots * γ 



Based upon the values from all contributing individual sensors the maximum values 
max_countSR

 and max_countSSR
 are derived: 

 

(1)  max_countSR= max(mean_countSR
i)  

(2) max_countSSR= max(mean_countSSR
i), 

4 Application of Group Information for Tracking  

The Figure 1 below shows two examples where we expect to improve the tracking 
performance by applying group tracking algorithms. On the left hand side, the 
observations indicate two aircraft, while three tracks exist. On both sides, the 
observations continuously indicate limited relative movements of the aircrafts, while the 
tracks often show diverging and converging behavior. 

            

Figure 1 Group Tracking Examples 

4.1 Relaxation of the relative Track Speed 

An update cycle contains for all tracks i in the group an original speed vector vo
i and a 

new speed vector vn
i. The mean values over all tracks are: vo and vn.  The track update 

has generated a mean difference Δv = vn- vo.  

Each track has an individual velocity difference vector Δvi = vn
i - vo

i . The group 
tracking now provides a relaxation function α(σ,dσ/dt) depending on the group size σ 
and the stability of the group size. For big or instable groups, α is zero, for close and 
stable groups α is close to one. 



 

Using the group relaxation factor α for the individual velocity difference vector Δvi, we 
now get: 

Δvi´ = (1- α) Δvi + α Δv. 

The new speed vector vn
i´ is then  

vn
i´= vo

i + Δvi´ 

The relaxation concept ensures that the mean speed update of a group is not modified. 

Supervision of the number of group members 

As soon as the number of tracks significantly exceeds the max_countSR and 
max_countSSR (see equations (1) and (2) in 0) at least one track will be deleted. If all 
tracks have different IFF modes, the track which corresponds to the most infrequently 
observed IFF mode or an SR-track is the first candidate for deletion. Generally the track 
which matches a plot pattern observed less frequently is a good candidate for deletion. 
The creation of false tracks cannot be avoided totally, because track initiation rules 
applicable for single objects also must be applied. The group view then contains more 
complex plausibility criteria, e.g. relative counts, which are available after a longer 
period of time. 

As soon as the maximum number of observations of at least one sensor exceeds the 
number of tracks, at least one track shall be generated, matching to the plot pattern not 
used or most rarely used for track update. 

5 Architecture of Group Tracking 

Group tracking is a functionality of considerable complexity. It also will increase the 
computational load significantly. In order to minimize the risk for the stability and 
performance of the GIADS tracking system, group tracking will be implemented as a 
separate module. The advantage of this approach is, that the implementation of group 
tracking does not require software modifications of the tracking modules apart from an 
update lock for tracks updated by group tracking. 

Figure 1 shows how the group tracking module will receive its track data on the same 
communication channel like module "Preprocessing" gets its track information. It will 
use the identical software to transfer the received track data into its internal storage. In 
addition it will get the plot information in the same way as the module "Correlation, 
Track Update" gets the data. Figure 1 also shows that the module "Group Tracking" uses 
the communication channel "Track Manipulation Commands " to deliver its information 
to the tracking module.  



 

Figure 1 Embedding of group tracking into the existing tracker communication system 

The communication channel "Track Manipulation Commands" is a channel dedicated to 
tracking control. It allows external track modification operations like track update, track 
initiation and track deletion. The group tracking module will use this modification 
operations to modify the local tracks in accordance with the information gained by 
evaluation of the group situation. The architecture presented in Figure 1 leads to the 
following properties of the GIADS III tracking system:  

If the module group tracking is not activated, the systems behavior is without 
implementation of the group tracking functionality. As soon as the module "Group 
Tracking" is activated, tracks will be updated by group tracking if they are identified to 
belong to a group. Updating a track by group tracking will lead to suppression of 
standard track updates for a certain amount of time (approximately 5 seconds). 

5.1 Summary 

From the view of the original system, the group tracking only has an influence on the 
relative speed of tracks identified as group tracks. It additionally influences the track 
initiation and track drop logic in accordance with 
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